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It is not just a treat, an honor, a privilege, a 
pleasure to be here. It is also a relief. At last 
I have found an audience who are inter-
ested in the subject of  Amerigo Vespucci. 
To me, it seems extraordinary that in the 
American hemisphere today, and in the 
United States in particular, there is almost 
no discernible interest in commemorating 
the 500th anniversary of  the naming of  
America. Most people in this country do 
not even know that this centenary is im-
minent. 

Yet next Tuesday, April 25, 2007, will 
be literally the 500th anniversary of  the 
baptism of  this hemisphere. It was on that 
day, fi ve hundred years ago, that printers 
fi nished typesetting the book which fi rst 
proposed naming this part of  world after 
the Florentine adventurer who is my sub-
ject for today. That is extraordinary in it-
self. It was also remarkable as the only time 

in history that a continent or hemisphere 
was named after a real, live—indeed, liv-
ing, fl esh-and-blood individual. More re-
markable still, Amerigo, who was morally 
shabby, intellectually feeble, seems utterly 
unworthy of  the honor. So I want to know 
how and why it happened. 

Normally, these great centenaries are 
opportunities for scholarly inquiry to be ig-
nited and inspired by the celebrations, but 
this time there aren’t any. The IDB is one 
of  only four organizations that I know of  
in the United States that is taking any no-
tice of  this centenary. One is the Library of  
Congress, the second is a society of  aca-
demics, the third is dedicated to propagat-
ing the belief  that the Templars discovered 
America, and you are the fourth. Curiously, 
the rest of  the U.S. is obsessed with two 
other centenaries which happen to be 
going on this year. One is, of  course, the 
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200th anniversary of  Britain’s abolition of  
the slave trade, and another is the 400th 
anniversary the founding of  Jamestown, 
Virginia. 

I hope you will forgive me if  I say that 
I did not view either of  these events as 
particularly worthy of  commemoration. 
Britain’s abolition of  the slave trade was a 
very great and noble enterprise which, of  
course, I applaud, but it followed the ex-
ample of  Denmark. And I have not noticed 
the priority of  the Danish abolition of  the 
slave trade being celebrated, or even much 
remarked, anywhere outside Denmark. 
Moreover, when Britain did get around to 
abolishing the slave trade, the results were 
disastrous. The initial effect was to make 
the trade more profi table and therefore 
more intense. Abolition involved the exter-
mination of  communities of  slave traders, 
who may have been engaged in an activity 
which the world came to see as iniquitous, 
but who did not know that. 

The commemoration of  Jamestown, 
I confess, really annoys me. And hap-
pily, because we are in the Inter-American 
Development Bank, and this is a genuinely 
hemispheric organization that brings all 
Americans together, I can tell you a story 
which might otherwise seem invidious. In 
my university in Boston, Massachusetts, 
last year we had a vacancy for a historian 
of  the colonial period of  what is now the 
United States. And of  course, candidates 
who presented themselves included some 
of  the most promising young scholars in 
the world. I asked them all the same ques-
tion. I said, “You are a historian of  the co-
lonial period of  the United States, so tell 

me: What part of  the present territory of  
the United States of  America experienced 
the fi rst enduring European colonial pres-
ence?” And here, at the Inter-American 
Development Bank, of  course you all know 
that the correct answer is Puerto Rico. It 
was fi rst colonized in 1509. After that came 
St. Augustine in Florida in 1567 and the 
beginnings of  colonization of  New Mexico 
in 1598. Only after all that, in 1607, was 
Jamestown founded. 

I think the origins of  the United States 
are in signifi cant part Hispanic. And 
it upsets me that in a piece in the New 
York Review of  Books I read the other day, 
Edmund Morgan, a most impressive his-
torian, called Jamestown the fi rst perma-
nent settlement in what is now the United 
States. The myth of  the exclusively Anglo 
origins of  this country, and along with it 
the myths that the essential culture of  the 
United States is rooted in the white, Anglo-
Saxon, Protestant tradition, and that the 
country developed by means of  a process 
of  formation from east to west across the 
continent—that myth was, I think, dis-
pelled by H. E. Bolton a hundred years 
ago. But it is still an amazingly tenacious 
part of  the American historical tradition, 
alive and well in young Americans and ap-
parently ineradicable from the curriculum 
in which they are educated. But I am not 
here to traduce rival centenaries—rather 
to turn to what seems to me to be an event 
far more arresting and curious and also 
more worthy of  commemoration. 

There are two reasons why the anni-
versary of  the naming of  America is being 
ignored. The fi rst, I suspect, is the embar-
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rassment aroused in the United States by 
the very name of  America. Now, we all 
get embarrassed by names, and my fi rst 
slide shows a very good example of  what 
goes wrong with naming processes. This 
is the frontispiece of  a book published in 
1507, the very year in which America was 
named. The book includes the fi rst Italian 
version of  an account, under Vespucci’s 
name, of  what he called Mundus Novus or 
“New World,” or Novo Mondo, as it says 
here. But notice, the printer has actually 
got the name of  the author wrong: Alberico 
Vespucci. 

If  you have a name like Felipe 
Fernández-Armesto, you get very used to 
people garbling it. And I guess Vespucci 
had to put up with this, too. But it seems to 
me striking that in the very moment when 
the world began to name the continent af-
ter Amerigo, the printer of  one of  the key 
works got the namesake’s name wrong. 

Our embarrassment at our names can 
be visceral. My wife, who is called Lesley, 
hates her name, and reproaches her par-
ents for having given it to her at baptism, 
because she has always longed to be called 
something more suitably exotic, romantic, 
and extravagant. Now this kind of  unease 
about the inappropriateness of  what we are 
called is a very common experience. And 
I think in part it is because we just can-
not get out of  our heads the obvious error 
that names should be descriptive, that they 
should convey a sense of  what we are like 
and who we are. Of  course names are not 
descriptive, they are purely designators. 
Otherwise, a black woman could never 
be called Bianca, or a tall, fair man could 

never be called Nigel, because that means 
“small and dark.” Or an ugly person could 
never be called Linda or Belle or something 
like that. I am called Felipe which means 
“lover of  horses.” I have nothing against 
horses but I can tell you that whenever I 
try to ride one they show unmistakable ha-
tred for me. Intellectually, we can under-
stand that names are purely designators, 
but we still want them to describe us. We 
want them to have the right connotations. 
In terms of  connotations, America today 
has become one of  the worst names that a 
hemisphere, and a particular country, can 
have. This is the only country in the hemi-
sphere that actually calls itself  “America.” 
Clearly, that alone is enough to conjure up 
all sorts of  embarrassment at arrogating 
this name to a single country, and all sorts 
of  resentment among other communities in 
the New World. Then there is the fact that 
the name is loud with imperial resonance 
which has been imposed on this hemi-
sphere from outside. Amerigo Vespucci, 
fi nally, is a rather embarrassing namesake, 
who, though a hero to some, is a villain to 
many, denounced as a charlatan or a fraud, 
a cuckoo who nested in Columbus’s right-
ful glory. 

This brings me to the second reason for 
the neglect of  this centenary. We know so 
little about Vespucci. For someone so im-
portant as to have a vast hemisphere and 
the world’s only superpower named after 
him, it is amazing how little historians have 
unearthed. We have been inhibited from 
writing about him until now, because of  
the commonest of  historians’ complaints: 
the problems of  the sources. 
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The sources historians have tradition-
ally used to study Vespucci are of  two 
kinds. First, there is a handful of  surviv-
ing manuscript letters by Vespucci. None 
of  those which concern his voyages is in 
his own hand but all are roughly contem-

porary copies. My next slide, for instance, 
shows the so-called Vaglienti letter in which 
Vespucci describes an encounter he had off  
of  the African coast during one of  his voy-
ages in 1500 (Figure 1). We can be very con-
fi dent that these are authentic writings of  

Figure 1. Pietro Vaglienti, who collected news of  commercially exploit-
able discoveries for one of  the merchant houses of  Florence, compiled 
materials concerning Vespucci within two or three years of  the explorer’s 
death, including this copy of  Amerigo’s letter written off  the Cape Verde 
Islands while on his way back from Brazil, in June 1501.
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Vespucci. Alberto Magnaghi proved this in 
the 1920s and there is no rational argument 
for doubting the veracity of  his fi ndings. 

Secondly, there are two printed works 
attributed to Vespucci in his lifetime. 
There is the famous Mundus Novus, which 
is credited with conferring the name “New 
World” on this part of  the planet (although 
Vespucci, though he popularized the name, 
probably borrowed it from an earlier, simi-
lar usage of  Columbus). The other letter is 
the so-called letter to Soderini—here in my 
next slide is one of  the earlier editions of  
it—which also illustrates a further point: the 
extraordinary interdependence between 
the careers of  Vespucci and Columbus’s, 
because the design on this frontispiece is 
actually copied from one of  the earlier edi-
tions of  Columbus’s fi rst report of  his own 
discoveries, and echoes the title of  one of  
Columbus’s other works (Figure 2).

A problem which has hobbled 
Vespuccian historiography is that no one 
has been able to establish a consensus 
about whether these letters or any parts 
of  them are genuine. In my book on the 
subject, I claim to have solved this problem 
by what I believe is a very simple expedi-
ent, going back to the manuscripts. There 
is not enough material to do a full statistical 
analysis of  imagery, but there is enough to 
identify what I call Vespucci’s intellectual 
tics: the obsessions that concerned him, 
the authors he quotes, the kinds of  mate-
rial he deals with over and over again. In 
my opinion, for example, if  there isn’t a lot 
of  egotistical rhetoric in the text, it’s not by 
Vespucci; or if  there isn’t a lot of  bombast 
about the superiority of  celestial over prac-

tical navigation, it isn’t by Vespucci; or if  
there are no quotations from Petrarch or 
Dante, it probably isn’t by Vespucci. So 
if  we use the unquestionably genuine let-
ters as a template, collating them with the 
contested sources, I think that we can be 
absolutely certain of  what is genuinely 
Vespucci’s own work, and reasonably confi -
dent about what is intercalation or forgery. 

In addition, I draw on two bodies of  
source material that previous scholars 
have neglected or ignored. First, there is a 
group of  letters written to Vespucci when 
he was a young man in Florence. These 
letters have been known for over two hun-
dred years, and they have been in print for 
over a century. But historians have not used 
them with the freedom that I think they de-
serve and demand, because they reveal to 
us an uncongenial Vespucci, mired in the 
shabby, dirty Florentine demimonde of  his 
day. The Vespucci we fi nd in these letters 
was intimate with criminals and lowlifes.

The second new source that I draw on 
is an exercise book compiled by Vespucci 
as a young man under the guidance of  his 
uncle, who was his tutor. Again the exis-
tence of  this source has long been known, 
but it has always remained in manuscript. 
All Vespucci’s previous biographers have 
dismissed it as useless on the ground that 
because it consists of  formal exercises, it 
does not tell you anything about the man. 
Indeed, the source did not even appear in 
the otherwise magisterial compilation of  
sources about Vespucci which was recently 
published by one of  the leading scholars in 
the fi eld, Ilaria Caraci. But of  course, it does 
tell you a lot about Vespucci, because it tells 
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you how he was educated. It tells you, for 
example, the religion which he was taught 
as a young man, which turns out to be very 
surprising. It was a very advanced form 
of  late medieval pietism, a kind of  men-
dicant religion, which headlined the grace 
of  God and relegated works to the néant. It 

was a kind of  religion of  which Savonarola 
would have approved. That is not surpris-
ing, because Vespucci’s tutor later became 
one of  Savonarola’s henchmen. It was even 
the kind of  religion of  which Luther would 
have approved, although equally interest-
ingly, it did not seem to make much impres-

Figure 2. The printer of  the Soderini Letter recycled the title and 
title-page picture from a 1493 edition of  the fi rst printed report 
of  Columbus.
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sion on Vespucci. One of  the extraordinary 
things about Vespucci’s writings is that he 
hardly ever mentions God in other than a 
purely conventional way. I think he was a 
radically secular kind of  guy. 

So the exercise book tells you about his 
religion. It tells you about his family, his 
relationship with his father, and with his 
brothers. A psycho-historian would fi nd 
irresistible material here about his envy 
of  his elder brother. Above all, this source 
gives us the values with which Vespucci 
grew up. There are endless references to 
his father’s injunctions to him to achieve 
fame and honor, those great Renaissance 
virtues. Echoes of  fame, of  honor, re-
cur in his writings throughout the rest of  
Vespucci’s life. In a sense, his whole life was 
a frustrated quest for fame and honor. One 
of  the exercises in the book, for instance, 
concerns Florentines who had left their city 
and gone adventuring in the world. And 
the exercise says, if  I may paraphrase, “We 
don’t know what has become of  them, but 
we can be sure that they are somewhere, 
seeking fame and honor.” It does not take 
a lot of  imagination to see the memory of  
that exercise echoing in Amerigo’s mind, 
when in middle age he did exactly the same 
thing—adventuring in the world—with ex-
actly the same objective. 

Now, when I put all these sources to-
gether, the picture that I get of  Vespucci is 
what we would now call a makeover artist, 
a person who undergoes a series of  extraor-
dinary self-reinventions, each of  which is 
an escape from failure. My wife—I know 
why I am thinking so much of  my wife this 
morning, I have been on a very long lecture 

tour and I suppose I must be missing her—
I was going to say that my wife is extremely 
fussy about her reading matter. If  she is not 
impressed by the fi rst sentence of  a book, 
it is discarded. Therefore I spend a lot of  
time trying to craft fi rst sentences in the 
vain hope that my wife might approve of  
the book. I am very proud of  the fi rst sen-
tence of  my book about Vespucci, which 
goes like this: “Amerigo Vespucci, who gave 
his name to America, was a pimp in his 
youth and a magus in his maturity.” This 
extraordinary trajectory of  his life, this cha-
meleon-like story of  self-adaptation, seems 
to me to be worthy of  being narrated and 
investigated. Indeed, it adds a further layer 
of  surprise to the fact that this hemisphere 
ultimately came to be named after him. 

I don’t have a great amount of  time 
this evening, and I’m not going to take you 
through all the peripeteia of  his life, but let 
me just show you two or three of  the more 
astonishing makeovers. To understand 
the fi rst you have to go back to that grand 
and emulous world of  late quattrocento 
Florence, where Vespucci’s family were cli-
ents of  the Medici. In the time of  Lorenzo 
the Magnifi cent’s grandfather, the Vespucci 
had, thanks to the patronage of  the Medici, 
been raised to the highest rank of  citizen-
ship. They were not a particularly rich 
family. At least, Amerigo’s branch was not 
particularly rich, but they did achieve so-
cial eminence as a result of  being attached 
to the coattails of  the leading dynasty in 
the city. The young Amerigo seemed des-
tined for a career in the service of  Lorenzo 
the Magnifi cent himself. Indeed, he got a
really big opportunity shortly after the 
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Pazzi conspiracy in 1478—the great crisis 
that changed so much in Florence—when 
he was attached to the embassy that his 
uncle led to France. 

Almost in this moment of  triumph 
things started to go wrong for Amerigo. 
The embassy was a disaster. You won’t 
fi nd this in conventional accounts of  the 
subject, but I am sure the embassy was 
regarded in Florence as an abject failure 
because it elicited a lot of  fi ne words from 
the king of  France but no material help in 
the war to which Florence was then com-
mitted. Previous works on Vespucci have 
said, in effect, “Well, Vespucci must have 
done something terribly important on this 
embassy, he must have been his uncle’s sec-
retary.” But I have searched the Archivio di 
Stato and there is no reference to Amerigo 
in any of  the documents generated by this 
embassy. He seems to have gone along for 
the ride, led the life of  a sort of  fl âneur in 
the Paris of  Louis XI, and returned home 
with nothing to his credit. 

There is strong evidence that he was still 
in the household of  Lorenzo the Magnifi cent 
in 1480, but at some point around that time, 
very early in the 1480s, the Magnifi cent One 
withdrew his patronage from the Vespucci 
family. This was a culmination of  a long se-
ries of  Lorenzo’s disappointments in useless 
or unreliable members of  the clan. We do 
not know what actually triggered the rup-
ture because the only direct evidence is a re-
mark in a letter of  Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco 
de’ Medici’s in which he simply says that 
Vespucci’s uncle has been seen complaining 
and grieving over the loss of  Lorenzo the 
Magnifi cent’s favor. 

From then on, the family transferred al-
legiance to the other branch of  the Medici, 
the family of  Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco, 
who was locked in a relationship of  hatred 
and rivalry with Lorenzo the Magnifi cent. 
Again, biographers conventionally sup-
pose that Amerigo must have played some 
important role in the house of  Lorenzo di 
Pierfrancesco. But apart from one occasion 
on which he bought a very large quantity 
of  wine for the household, which does not 
to me suggest a job more signifi cant than 
that of  butler, there is not any evidence 
that Amerigo had any permanent offi ce 
in Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco’s household. 
I think he was a hanger-on who had his 
meals at the palace, but not much more. 

The overwhelming evidence from let-
ters addressed to Amerigo in this period 
of  his life is that he was a freelancer. He 
was extraordinarily resourceful. I call him 
a “Figaro of  Florence,” who became a sort 
of  factotum de la città. If  you had something 
that needed fi xing, especially if  you had 
something dodgy or slimy or shifty, you 
went to Amerigo. We fi nd him, for exam-
ple, being blackmailed by the warden of  
the jail. We do not know what for, but you 
do not get into that kind of  relationship 
if  you have stuck resolutely to the pursuit 
of  fame and honor. We fi nd him pimping. 
There is a whole series of  letters which are 
very manifestly communications from cli-
ents who are employing Vespucci’s services, 
at the very least as a sort of  procurer or 
go-between in relationships with evidently 
meretricious women. Above all, the main 
business that he transacted was that of  a 
buyer and seller of  jewels on commission, 
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especially pearls. That is how he made his 
living until the fi rst great makeover of  his 
life occurred in about 1490, when Lorenzo 
di Pierfrancesco asked him to check out a 
potential new business partner in Seville, 
the Florentine banker Gianetto Berardi. 
Vespucci took the chance to escape–the 
chance, perhaps, to retrieve fame and hon-
or in a new job in a new city. He threw in 
his own lot with Berardi, became his agent, 
and moved to Seville. 

It was a great time to be in Seville. The 
New World had not yet been discovered, 
but Seville was already booming, becom-
ing a gold-rich, almost a bonanza town. 
Italians were responding to that age-old 
advice, “Go west, young man,” and fi nding 
business opportunities in Seville. Columbus 
was among them. The moment Vespucci 
arrived and threw in his lot with Berardi, 
Berardi became one of  Columbus’s chief  
backers. This was the relationship that put 
Vespucci and Columbus in direct contact. 
And from this time on, their lives were 
inextricably interwoven. For the fi rm that 
Vespucci joined, the results of  the deal with 
Columbus were fatal. After the euphoria of  
Columbus’s initial success, the return on in-
vestment in the early years of  his enterprise 
was zero. For the fi rst couple of  years after 
the discovery of  the New World, Berardi 
pumped more and more investment into 
Columbus’s enterprise. He got nothing 
back and died ruined. He left a heart-
breaking will, in which he commended his 
orphaned daughter to the keeping of  the 
Lord Admiral, as he called Columbus, in the 
hope that at some point some profi t would 
accrue from the venture in which they had 

been engaged together. I do not know what 
happened to the daughter, but the guy who 
was left holding the proverbial baby was 
Vespucci. I think he had staked everything 
in a bid for fame and honor, and failed.

So he began a new self-reinvention; he 
followed the model that Columbus had laid 
before him and took to sea himself. In 1499, 
when the monarchs of  Spain opened the 
Atlantic to more or less free competition, 
Vespucci sailed in the company of  one of  
Columbus’s former crew, Alonso de Ojeda, 
to the coast of  what is now Venezuela. It 
has always been a puzzle for historians—
how did this happen? How did Vespucci go 
on this journey? In what capacity did he 
travel? He himself  claimed to be a captain 
and a pilot. It is inconceivable that he could 
have been a captain or a pilot. The only voy-
age that he had ever made up to this time 
in his life was from Florence to Barcelona 
when he was on his way to Seville. He had 
absolutely no experience of  the sea and it 
is perfectly obvious from the accounts that 
he has left that he knew little more about 
navigation than most other landlubbers. 

Vespucci knew little about navigation, 
but he knew a lot about pearls. Columbus 
had discovered the pearl fi sheries of  
Margarita on his voyage in 1498. The 
whole purpose of  Ojeda’s journey, in my 
opinion, was to follow up on that discovery 
and try to garner some pearls. When we 
read Vespucci’s own account, I think we get 
to what really took him on this voyage. He 
refers to the huge treasure of  pearls the ex-
pedition gathered for the queen, and adds 
that he stashed aside 1,000 ducats’ worth 
for himself.
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But Vespucci remained desperate for 
a new career. He tried to return briefl y to 
the work of  a sutler or merchant working in 
the New World trade, and was profoundly 
unsuccessful. So he projected himself  in a 
new light as a cosmographer in an effort to 
create a demand for his services as a conner 

of  the seas and of  geography. Here in my 
next slide (Figure 3) we see a brilliant em-
bodiment of  the image that he presented—
this is almost like Christ in the garden of  
Gethsemane, isn’t it? Everybody else had 
fallen asleep, but there is Vespucci com-
muning with the heavens. Notice the way 

Figure 3. The most infl uential sixteenth-century image of  Vespucci shows 
him as a magus, equipped with cosmographical instruments, his eyes 
fi xed, Christ-like, on the heavens while his crew slumbers, like the disciples 
at Gethsemane.
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he is manipulating all the latest technolo-
gy—the astrolabe, the quadrant, all the 
tools of  the cosmographer’s trade. It was 
all phony—complete fl ummery. Vespucci 
used these props the way a stage conjurer 
uses his wand. It is perfectly obvious from 
the details of  his account, which are mutu-
ally contradictory, and riven with absurdi-
ties and follies, that he did not know what 
he was doing. He certainly had some theo-
retical knowledge of  the celestial bodies 
because his uncle, like so many other mem-
bers of  the Florentine Academy in the time 
of  Lorenzo the Magnifi cent—like Lorenzo 
himself—was committed to astrology. If  
you go to the parish church of  the Vespucci 
family’s parish in Florence today you can 
see the painting that Vespucci’s uncle com-
missioned from Ghirlandaio. There, hang-
ing on the wall above his head, is his own 
astrolabe.

It is one thing to have a theoretical 
knowledge of  these things, it is quite anoth-
er to use instruments like this to navigate 
on the open sea as Vespucci claimed to do. 
For example, he claimed to take readings 
of  longitude by observing lunar distances. 
You can do that if  you have a stable plat-
form, and if  you have telescopes which are 
very fi nely calibrated (of  course, telescopes 
of  any sort were not invented for a hun-
dred years after Vespucci), or if  you have 
very accurate timekeeping devices (and of  
course, nothing like that existed). So it is lit-
erally impossible that Amerigo could have 
determined longitude by this method. The 
only longitude reading he gave was, in its 
apparently wild inaccuracy, suspiciously 
close to one Columbus obtained by timing 

an eclipse. Vespucci’s readings of  latitude 
were not much better. As so often, he cop-
ied Columbus’s methods. He used an hour-
glass to time the progress of  the guard stars 
around the Pole Star, subtracted the num-
ber of  the night hours from twenty-four, 
and turned to the standard printed tables 
that listed latitudes according to the hours 
of  daylight. So he was not really a great 
cosmographer. But he managed to con-
vince people that he was, and that is one of  
the great mysteries of  his career. 

In particular, he convinced two key 
individuals, humanists in Saint-Dié in 
Lorraine, Mathias Ringmann and Martin 
Waldseemüller. They knew of  him, by 
1505, when they read Mundus Novus. And 
they hailed him as the new Ptolemy, the 
greatest cosmographer of  the age, and the 
equal of  the greatest of  antiquity. In the 
Renaissance, there was no greater honor 
than to be regarded as the equal of  the an-
cients. On the map they published to ac-
company the work in which they named 
America, they depicted him surveying the 
world from a privileged eminence, along-
side Ptolemy himself. But why? Why did 
these learned individuals adopt Vespucci 
so readily? 

You have to understand that Saint-Dié 
at the time was struggling—as we might now 
say—to make it big, rather like a small col-
lege trying to get up the US News and World 
Report rankings. It was a place that other 
scholars despised. Pico della Mirandola 
said that he was surprised to hear that there 
were any scholars in Saint-Dié. Its reputa-
tion was for weavers and bricklayers. But 
it had a printing press. The small, erudite 
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group that gathered around the press had 
a great project in mind—the ambition to 
draw to themselves the admiration of  the 
world by publishing a new edition of  the 
great cosmographical work of  antiquity, 
Ptolemy’s Geographia. It was a competitive 
market and there were many other texts 
already in the fi eld. They needed to make 
their product special. So they were looking 
for someone to be the new Ptolemy. And 
Vespucci seemed to fi t the bill, not only be-
cause of  his claim to have revealed a New 

World to the old world, but also because 
of  his professed skill in reading longitude 
and latitude—the basis Ptolemy had rec-
ommended for constructing a map of  the 
world (Figure 4). 

Thanks to Waldseemüller’s original-
ity and skill as a mapmaker, the name of  
America spread around the learned world. 
Waldseemüller’s most radical innovations 
were paper maps of  the world, a small ver-
sion designed to be pasted onto a globe—
the fi rst-ever printed globe—and a huge one 

Figure 4. The 1507 world map of  Saint Dié displays an image of  Vespucci at the top, in 
a position equivalent to that of  Ptolemy, reputedly the greatest geographer of  antiquity.  
The image Amerigo displays shows a continuous American land mass—contrasting 
with the main map, in which the New World is punctuated by a trait leading toward 
Asia.
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for covering a study wall. Waldseemüller 
realized in the course of  time that he had 
made a mistake, because in his next big 
cartographical venture a few years later, in 
1513, he withdrew the name of  America, 
and added an annotation attributing the 
discovery of  the New World to Columbus. 
But it was too late. “America” as a name 
had begun to catch on, irreversibly. 

Even beyond learned circles, Vespucci’s 
work and renown became popular for the 
same reason that we read trash media: be-
cause of  the appeal of  the sensational. The 
writings that appeared under Vespucci’s 
name were full of  sensations. My next slide, 
for instance, shows the fi rst map to exhibit 
the infl uence of  Vespucci’s writings, with a 
rather faint depiction of  the cannibalism 
Vespucci described. Some of  Vespucci’s 
sensationalism was sexually titillating; most 
of  it involved cannibalism. A well-known 
engraving from 1505 is not explicitly linked 
by the engraver to the writings of  Vespucci, 
but it clearly depicts cannibals as Amerigo 
described them. As time went by, the sen-
sationalism of  the engravers—who mirror 
for us the responses of  readers—grew more 
acute. In an engraving of  1525 we see the 
cannibals have been transformed into dog-
headed monsters, literally butchering their 
victims. So a kind of  cosmographical con 
trick worked on an exceptionally receptive 
scholarly audience, while sensationalism 
lured a popular readership to endorse the 
choice of  Amerigo as America’s name-
sake. 

Vespucci’s last transformation was 
posthumous. He was a contested fi gure, 
because many of  Columbus’s admirers felt 

that the ascription of  his name to the New 
World was an injustice to its real discoverer. 
Amerigo therefore became the hero of  one 
party, the villain of  another. But that is un-
surprising because heroism and villainy al-
ways shade into each other, and one man’s 
hero is always another man’s villain. That 
could almost be the conclusion of  the story. 
After all of  these mercurial self-reinven-
tions, Vespucci ended up after death in a 
suitably unresolved state, which is probably 
going to last forever. 

But I want to draw attention to two 
further conclusions that I would like to 
leave you with tonight. Otherwise, some 
people might leave the lecture hall tonight 
thinking, “Well, you know, America is not 
a very good name for this hemisphere.” 
Nowadays, corporations and even countries 
seem always to be changing their names in 
pursuit of  an enhanced image. If  rebrand-
ing consultants were to look at America, 
they would say, “You’ve got to change 
the name. The United States of  America 
(apart from all the disappointments that 
one encounters when one traces its origins 
back to Vespucci) presses the wrong but-
ton, sets up the wrong vibes. Call it some-
thing politically correct. Change it to the 
United States of  Turtle Island.” But I want 
to argue that, in spite of  all the problems 
the name has, in spite of  all the negative 
connotations, in spite of  Vespucci’s moral 
unsuitability for this dignity, America is ac-
tually a great name. 

Vespucci, whatever else is said, is to 
me a representative fi gure of  the processes 
which led to the European discovery of  
America. Like Columbus, he was an Italian 
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adventurer who sought his fortune in the 
Iberian Peninsula, and helped to make 
Spain and Portugal the springboard for the 
investigation of  the Atlantic. Throughout 
the history of  the late medieval European 
out-thrust to the west, the intiatives came 
from deep inside the Mediterranean. 
In generation after generation from the 
13th century onward, Italians (with some 
Majorcans) provided Spain and Portugal 
with the spirit of  adventure, the technical 
savoir-faire, and the fi nance which launched 
Atlantic enterprise. But we know very little 
about the Italian pioneers until we get to the 
time of  Columbus and Vespucci. And we 
have to look to the examples of  Columbus 
and Vespucci in order to learn why people 
left prosperous Italy for marginal Iberia, 
why they abandoned a land of  obvious op-
portunity in the central Mediterranean to 
venture their lives on an uncharted, storm-
tossed ocean. I detect a pattern that match-
es the trajectory of  Vespucci’s life: a history 
of  escape from failure, of  pursuit of  social 

ambition. Vespucci set out on a quest for 
fame and honor. So, I believe, did most of  
his predecessors. 

My second reason for favoring the 
name is that the makeover artist—this 
self-reinventor whom I have described to 
you—should have prefi gured, so long ago, 
a typical story of  modern America: of  life, 
at least, in the United States, which has be-
come the land of  self-reinvention, of  make-
over, of  celebrity rehab, of  fl exi-careers and 
fl exi-lives. A country that is actually ruled 
by a president who seems himself  to be a 
projection of  a sort of  fi ctional self-image is 
very suitably named after the greatest self-
reinventor of  them all. In a curious way, 
the man after whom America is named has 
become a model for America, or at least for 
this part of  the hemisphere that is named 
after him. 
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Felipe Fernández-Armesto (1950-), 
distinguished British scholar of  global 
environmental history, comparative colonial 
history, topics in Spanish and maritime 
history and the history of  cartography; 
Principe de Asturias Chair at Tufts 
University.
No. 57, April 2007.
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